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the issues that needs to be addressed
to tackle the COVID-19 threat.
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Abstract
The current outbreak of the novel
coronavirus also known as COVID-19

Introduction

was declared as a public health

The

emergency by the WHO where over a

coronavirus also known as COVID-19 was

million people have been affected by

declared as a public health emergency by

the disease with over 50000 deaths till
date. Social distancing is a method to

current

outbreak

of

the

novel

the WHO where over a million people have
been affected by the disease with over
50000 deaths till date. A reported 200

minimize

crowd

interactions

and
countries have reported cases of COVID-

prevent the spread of disease within
19 with United States having the greatest

groups of people. This is a common
practice which has been carried out

number of cases and Italy having most
fatalities caused by death [1]

over generations to minimize the
The severity of the disease ranges from

spread

of

reproduction

virus
rate

by

limiting

(R0)

its

among

asymptomatic

to

fatal

stages

mostly

affecting people with a weak immune

communities. The article focuses on

system and the elderly population. COVID-

how social distancing has been used to

19 differs from SARS-COV where patients

deal previous pandemics globally and

in the prodromal period have the ability to
produce large amount of virus replications
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contributing to the spread of the infections.

distancing

and

In

countries,

initially

SARS-COV

patients

transmission

lockdowns
the

in

several

lockdown

was

occurred only when severe illness was

initiated in Wuhan, China to prevent the

observed making it easier to be detected

spread of the disease to other parts of the

unlike

of

country and gradually other countries such

been

as Italy, Germany, Israel, Sri Lanka, India,

identified as through droplet and airborne

UK, France, Belgium started to follow the

transmission, several studies are still being

same process.

COVID-19

transmission

[2].

The

predominantly

route
has

conducted over the presence of COVID-19
in air samples and WHO has not identified
the disease as an airborne disease till date
[3].

Social distancing is a method to minimize
crowd interactions and prevent the spread
of disease within groups of people. This is
a common practice which has been carried

A majority of the patients are tested only if

out over generations, i.e. the student and

the symptoms are shown by them, thus

teacher interactions where most students

making it less reliable to identify the

avoid being closest to the teacher and

number of “hidden deaths” caused by

prefer staying in last rows [5]. During the

COVID-19. The need for testing has been

1918 influenza pandemic a reported 50 to

stressed out by the WHO on a regular basis,

100

with lack of test kits and personal protective

worldwide, although social distancing was

equipment (PPE) in several countries there

not implemented back in 1918 majority of

is a high chance that a lot of patients

the

suffering from COVID-19 goes undetected

distancing measures” that made it possible

[4].

to escape the disease outbreak [6]. This

Social Distancing in Pandemics

million

population

deaths

took

were

reported

“reactive

social

behavioral practice followed by several
millions led to the pandemic limiting the

What is the importance of social distancing
due to COVID-19 outbreak? Many of us
have been used to hearing the term social

damage after WW1 in several European
countries. The same process was followed
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during 1957/58 for the spread of H2N2

other for a period of time to ensure the

virus (Asia Flu) where Asians were limited

spread of the disease is minimized. This

to travel across borders and stay indoors

would reduce the basic reproduction

during the pandemic [7]. Most recently a

number (R0) of the virus which would

decade ago the outbreak of H1N1 also

minimize the disease spread. A study

known as swine flu affected nearly 60

carried

million individuals, the spread of the

researchers [10] identified that is social

disease was controlled using general

distancing practices were carried out

measures such as social distancing to

properly an estimate of 92% of cases will

avoid human to human transmission of the

be lowered by the end of 2020. An

disease [8].

individual affected with COVID-19 has the

Importance of Social Distancing

out

by

Prem

and

team

of

ability to spread it to 2-3 people which will
go on until they are distanced from each

Practices
other. There are two common practices
In the modern world interactions are done

followed using social distancing, one of

on regular basis using technology available

them is social distancing and maintaining a

but majority activities carried out on a daily

distance of nearly 1m within individuals and

basis relies on social interaction. Social

the other being staying indoors at home.

interaction and contact is necessary as an

This practice has been successful in the

economical perspective for the country as

past and in the present as well where

workers need to function on a regular basis

Wuhan was able to flatten the disease

to allow cash flow in their respective

spread by following these practices.

companies, it is also essential part of
This is a zero-cost method that is entirely
traders and consumers to generate income
dependent on behavioral patterns of
[9].
individuals where most of them do not
Social

distancing

practices

allows

abide by the rules put out in the country [11].

individuals to maintain distances from each

If social distancing methods are ignored the
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effect could last on for the upcoming

this is a cost-effective practice carried out

generations as the COVID-19 virus will be

in several countries which could become a

able to develop different strains where till

major issue if not addressed soon.

date eight different strains of the virus has
been discovered by scientists [12].

PPE have been used widely by healthcare
workers and staff to ensure the disease
spread is limited within the hospital. The

Discussion
The outbreak of coronavirus was an

global demand of PPE has led to several
healthcare workers being exposed to

unexpected phenomenon that has turned
COVID-19 that has led to several deaths
the whole world into lockdown, although
[14].

The

lack

of

awareness

and

most scientists and individuals blame the
preparedness

by

several

healthcare

Chinese over the spread of the disease
there has been significant downfalls from

sectors has led to further complications in
dealing with COVID-19.

healthcare setups that has made this
Social distancing can also have its own

another pandemic.

implications

where

several

countries

Several countries have been able to
impose travel restrictions and work at home

economy has been dented significantly
over the past few months and urgent need

measures to reduce the reproduction rate
of money to get daily essentials have led
and

spread

of

the

virus

among
people to panic buying which led to crowd

communities but till date the number of
gathering. Middle-low income countries
tests being conducted globally are low.
Patients

who

show

symptoms

are

such as India, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh
have seen this mass crowd gatherings

considered for testing whereas the silent
which could have impacted the spread of
carriers who do not express symptoms are
COVID-19. Another problem caused by
not being tested [13]. The lack of test kits
social distancing is individuals being
availability has led to several laboratories
trapped indoors leading to be depressed
limiting their resources in order to identify
the most vulnerable individuals to test on,

and feeling lonely having a significant
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impact on psychological mindset of the
individual. Misleading and false messages
and reports also play a substantial role in
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Conclusion
With the global cases of COVID-19 on the
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